
ot all things are destined to stay in 
the past for good—that’s why vintage 
and antique items are so popular with 
those for a taste for something unique, 

but with a little bit of history. The same goes for 
interior design; styles once deemed “out” or too old-
fashioned are popping up again, made with materi-
als reimagined to fi t into today’s home. This year, 
whether it’s in the kitchen, bathroom, or any other 
area in the home, designers are all about reintroduc-
ing forgotten elements to give homes a reminder of 
the past. 

six-sided style
Dating all the way back to the 19th century, hexago-
nal tile—known as hex tile—is rising in popularity 
once more, thanks to its clean, classic look. Only 
now, designers and homeowners are a little more 
imaginative with the honeycomb-shaped tile, us-
ing it in a variety of ways. Bathroom fl oors take 
well to the tile and mirror the look of traditional 
homes from the early 1900s, but the tiles can also 
be grouped together to form a colorful mosaic for 
the fl oor or shower. In the kitchen, adding a hex 
tile backsplash is a great way to add dimension by 
using light tiles and a contrasting grout to create a 
textured look. The best part about these historic 
little tiles? Their style and shape are so versatile that 
they can fi t in well with so many of today’s interior 
design trends, whether your home is traditional or 
super modern. 

hardworking sinks
In earlier times, homes lacked the modern conve-
niences—washers, dryers, dishwashers—we’re used 
to today, which is why utilitarian sinks were a must, 
in order to tackle household duties from dishes to 
laundry. Today, those utilitarian-style sinks add a 
chic, timeless look to bathrooms, kitchens, and even 
laundry rooms. Inspired by the authentic look of 
hardworking sinks from the past, sink designers and 
artisans are putting out everything from high-back 
trough sinks to industrial and farmhouse-style sinks, 
but with newer materials interpreted to artfully 
blend in with today’s trends. For something clas-
sic, go with porcelain, soapstone, or quartz; for an 
eye-catching centerpiece, designers offer sinks con-
structed from gorgeous copper or hammered metal. 
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Above: A combination of black and white marble hex tiles by Interceramic stand out 
against the bright white countertop in this kitchen.

Below: The Trough 30 sink, designed by Native Trails, is easily a focal point in this 
bathroom, but thanks to its sturdy, hammered copper build, it’s sure to stick around 
for years to come. 

Builders Source Appliance Gallery
builderssource.com

Ferguson Bath, Kitchen & Lighting Gallery

Interceramic

LG Lighting Gallery
915-585-3000 
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classic illumination
One way to add old-fashioned style without dedicating an entire space 
to the past is by incorporating vintage or vintage-style lighting through 
chandeliers and pendants. As many homeowners already know, lighting 
is critical because it helps to set the mood while also highlighting your 
home’s architectural style—it’s used to illuminate but can also become 
a decorative focal point if chosen carefully. A great way to add vintage 
fl air is by pairing old with new—vintage lighting in a modern or con-
temporary space adds warmth and added charm. Luckily, if you can’t 
fi nd the right vintage piece (or don’t want to spend the money on one) 
lighting experts such as Kichler, Kalco, and Tech Lighting are putting 
out designs that harken back to decades from the ’30s and ’40s to the 
’70s and ’80s. 

Above: The Masque Grande pendant by Tech Lighting takes 
its inspiration from the distinct style of midcentury modern 
design of the 1950s. Its simple lines and smoky gray color add 
sophistication to any space. 
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